ASSURED DECENT LAST RITES SCHEME (ADLRS)

1. Please ref this HQ letter Nos:-
   (a) B/45322/AG/ADLRS/R&W-4 dt 08 Jul 2016
   (b) B/45322/AG/ADLRS/R&W-4 dt 10 Aug 2016
   (c) B/45322/AG/ADLRS/R&W-4 dt 20 Feb 2017

Background.

2. This scheme is an endeavour to ensure that our Veterans get an hon‘ble and a
   befitting farewell from the Army during their “last journey”. For getting the monetary grant of
   Rs 10,000/- from nearest Dependant Canteen/Station HQs, the Veterans should have valid
   Canteen Card and death cert only. No separate registration is reqd for claiming entitled
   amt.

Present Status.

3. A No of complaints/petitions recd from NOKs at this HQ regarding non-payment of
   ADLRS amt to the NOK, either due to lack of proper awareness or proper enforcement by
   the higher HQs, resulting in avoidable harassment for our Veterans fraternity.

Action to be taken.

4. The above be disseminated down to the unit level for effective implementation and
   enforcement in the envt and the same should be published through placing a wide
   hoarding/display boards at CSD locations mentioning the entitlement of Rs 10,000/- as
   ADLRS grant.

5. Your confirmation in this regard is requested by 30 Apr 2017.

(Amardeep Yadav)
Lt Col
Jt Dir (R&W)
for DDG (DIAV)